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Abstract

We investigate the response of the topside ionosphere, auroral and polar sectors, to the forcing of the geospace during September
2017. Specifically, we aim at characterizing such a response in terms of the involved spatial scales and of their intensification during
the different auroral and polar cap activity conditions experienced in the selected month, that is characterized by severe geomagnetic
storm conditions. For our purposes, we leverage on and compare various in situ plasma density data products provided by the Swarm
constellation of the European Space Agency (ESA). The spatio-temporal variability of the involved scales in the plasma density obser-
vation is featured through the application of the Fast Iterative Filtering (FIF) signal decomposition technique and, for the first time in
the ionospheric field, of a FIF-derived dynamical spectrum called ‘‘IMFogram”. The instantaneous time-frequency representation pro-
vided through the IMFogram illustrates the time development of the multi-scale processes with spatial and temporal resolutions higher
than those obtained with traditional signal processing techniques. To demonstrate this, the IMFogram is tested against Fast Fourier and
Continuous Wavelet Transforms. With our fine characterization, we highlight how scale cascading and intensification processes in the
plasma density observations follow the ionospheric currents activity, as depicted through the auroral activity and polar cap indices, and
through the field-aligned currents data product provided by Swarm.
� 2022 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The ionosphere is a dynamical system exhibiting nonlin-
ear couplings with the other ‘‘spheres” characterizing the
geospace environment. Such nonlinearity manifests also
through the non-trivial, largely varying range of spatial
and temporal scales (Moen et al., 2012). Those variations
are modulated by the drivers of the phenomena character-
mmons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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izing the Solar Wind-Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermo
sphere (SW-M-I-T) coupled system. In this work, we aim
at characterizing the multi-scale nature of the processes
involved in the dynamical response to the geospace forcing
of the high-latitude topside ionosphere. This characteriza-
tion arises in the frame of the Swarm-VIP (Variability of
Ionospheric Plasma) project, that has been funded by the
European Space Agency (ESA), contract 4000130562/20/
I-DT ‘‘Swarm+4D Ionosphere”, to exploit the data of
the Swarm constellation (Friis-Christensen et al., 2008)
for advancing the understanding and the characterisation
of ionosphere processes, and the consequent modelling
and forecasting capability in the SW-M-I-T coupling con-
text. Thus, we characterize the scales involved in the top-
side ionosphere processes at the Swarm A altitudes
(about 470 km) in the polar and auroral sector of both
hemispheres. Specifically, we aim at identifying if there
are some frequencies embedded in Swarm plasma density
data that are enhanced under increased geospace forcing.
Those frequencies translate into spatial scales along the
Swarm flight direction and possible drivers of such intensi-
fications can be identified. This characterization has been
inspired by previous works that addressed the scale-wise
response of the ionosphere to the geospace forcing. Among
them, Piersanti and co-authors (Piersanti et al., 2017) iden-
tified that the ionospheric Total Electron Content (TEC)
measured by a network of receivers for Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) signals covering mainly the Euro-
pean sector does not react to solar transients as a whole. In
fact, they identified a peculiar mode in TEC data having a
period of about 45 min which intensifies right after the
Sudden Impulse of the 2015 Saint Patrick’s Day storm.
Spogli and co-authors (Spogli et al., 2019) studied the
multi-scale variability of the low-latitude ionosphere with
GNSS scintillation data and they speculated on the possi-
ble relationship between forcing factors from the geospace
and the ionospheric response. They identified resonant
modes in the Akasofu’s parameter as the geospatial driver
modulating the scale-wise response of amplitude scintilla-
tion data recorded by a receiver located below the southern
crest of the equatorial ionospheric anomaly in the South
American sector. Those two works are characterized by
using the integrated ionospheric information (TEC and
scintillation) embedded in a trans-ionospheric signal emit-
ted at an altitude of about 20000 km by the slowly varying
geometry of observation (with respect to the fast orbiting
Swarm), that, at a very first approximation, allows investi-
gating a single ionospheric sector per each GNSS satellite-
receiver couple.

Being inspired by those works and bearing in mind the
considerations above, to identify frequencies and scales
embedded in the Swarm electron density (Ne) data, we
leverage on the use of the Fast Iterative Filtering (FIF)
technique ((Cicone, 2020; Cicone and Zhou, 2021)).
Beyond the already cited works, FIF, together with its pre-
decessor ALIF (Adaptive Local Iterative Filtering, (Cicone
et al., 2016)) or its multivariate version (MvFIF, (Cicone
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and Pellegrino, 2022)), has been successfully used in the
ionospheric domain to conduct time-frequency, spectral
and multi-scale analyses (see, e.g., (Ghobadi et al., 2020b;
Piersanti et al., 2018; Spogli et al., 2019; Ghobadi et al.,
2020a; Materassi et al., 2019; Urbar et al., 2021)).

The FIF technique provides an efficient decomposition
of nonlinear non-stationary signal into functions oscillat-
ing around zero called in Mathematics Intrinsic Mode
Functions, but we will rather call them here Components
(IMCs) to remove ambiguity, as we also discuss later, with
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). From the FIF
decomposition, the so called IMFogram can be derived
(Cicone et al., 2022). The IMFogram is an analogue of
the spectrogram that can be computed on the IMC decom-
position to identify the local frequency and amplitude
information of a signal simultaneously. In other words,
the IMFogram provides frequency (and, then, scale) iden-
tification with accurate resolution in both time and fre-
quency domains. Basic principles and further details
about FIF and IMFogram are recalled in Section 3.1.

To illustrate how the FIF/IMFogram-based scale char-
acterization allows obtaining the finest time-scale resolu-
tion, we also provide in Section 3.2 a comparison with
dynamical spectrum of plasma density data obtained with
standard techniques like the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) and the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT).

The period selected for the analysis is the whole Septem-
ber 2017, that is characterized by significant disturbances
of the geospace environment. Besides influenced by the
solar flares being among the strongest of Solar Cycle 24
(Berdermann et al., 2018), during 7–8 September, two
Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections (ICMEs) struck
the Earth’s magnetosphere (Wu et al., 2019), triggering sev-
ere geomagnetic storm conditions and significant variations
in the ionospheric environment at all latitudinal sectors
(Tassev et al., 2018; Aa et al., 2018; Linty et al., 2018;
Jimoh et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018; Alfonsi et al., 2021;
Mosna et al., 2020). Later in the month, the fast solar
wind-initiated corotating interaction region (CIR) dis-
turbed the geospace on 27 and 28 September 2017, generat-
ing moderate geomagnetic storm conditions (Shinbori
et al., 2020).

2. Data

ESA’s Swarm constellation is constituted by three satel-
lites (Swarm A, Swarm B and Swarm C) flying at different
heights in near-polar orbits (inclination �87�). The Swarm
A and C pair fly side-by-side, separated by 1:4� in longitude
(i.e., �150 km at the equator), at an altitude of about
470 km in the topside ionosphere. The Swarm B satellite
flies at about 510 km and its longitudinal distance with
Swarm A-C drifts during the mission lifetime. Despite
being conceived mainly to investigate Earth’s geomagnetic
field and its temporal evolution; the constellation orbital
characteristics are well suited to study the auroral and
polar ionosphere. We concentrate on this ionospheric sec-
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tor, identified by magnetic latitudes (MLat) above 55�,
because it is directly exposed to variations triggered by
the SW-M-I coupling. To investigate this sector, we lever-
age on the in-situ plasma density measurements provided
by the instruments onboard the satellites. The Swarm Elec-
tric Field Instrument (EFI) provides, among other mea-
surements, the in-situ plasma density by two Langmuir
Probes (LP) and by Thermal Ion Imagers (TII) (Knudsen
et al., 2017), being TII faceplates used as a plasma density
detector (FP) (Buchert and Nilsson, 2017). Overall avail-
ability of the 2 Hz LP plasma density data is almost contin-
uous and very few data gaps are present, whereas the 16 Hz
plasma density provided by the FP detector is only avail-
able when the TIIs were not operating. Generally LP shows
a good agreement with the FP, except having an offset dur-
ing the measurements on the night-side (see Fig. 8 in
(Catapano et al., 2022)). There are some specific differences
between the LP plasma density data products being used,
interested readers are referred to the Annex A with the rea-
soning of data selection adopted in the paper (see Fig. 8).

The Swarm satellite constellation, allows determining
intensity and sign of the radial currents vector magnetic
field measurements from the onboard magnetometers.
Thus, Swarm considered measurements includes also local
field-aligned current (FAC) estimation at a 1 Hz rate
(Ritter et al., 2013; Kervalishvili and Park, 2017), that is
useful to separate the polar and the auroral sector while
interpreting the results. We leverage also on the use of
the Ionospheric Plasma IRregularities (IPIR) data product
(Jin et al., 2022) that contains information about the
plasma density gradients at different spatial scales along
the Swarm orbit. We use these gradients for the purposes
of comparing it with the scale reconstructed through
IMFogram as detailed later in the Section 3.1.

As already noted, the measurements of Swarm A are
used throughout this paper. We have evaluated that the
closely separated Swarm C provides very similar results
whereas the Swarm B (orbiting at higher altitudes and cov-
ering a different longitudinal sector) shows similar features
in terms of involved spatial scales.

As already mentioned in the Introduction section, we
consider the Swarm high-latitude tracks of both hemi-
spheres during September 2017. To characterize the geo-
space environment and the ground magnetic variations
induced by its modifications, the following quantities have
been considered: (i) the SymH index, (ii) the z-component
of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (Bz) measured by
the Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG) (Smith et al.,
1998) onboard the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE) and time-shifted to the nose of the Earth’s Bow
Shock; (iii) the Geomagnetic Auroral Electrojet (AE);
and (iv) the polar cap (PC) index for both hemispheres
(PCN and PCS). Reviews concerning the geomagnetic
indices cited above can be found in (Perrone and
Franceschi, 1998 and Kauristie et al., 2017). Details about
the PC index unified calculation procedure for both hemi-
spheres is given in (Troshichev et al., 2006).
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3. Methods

3.1. Fast Iterative Filtering (FIF) and IMFogram

As we mentioned in the introduction, IMFogram
(Cicone et al., 2022) allows to obtain crisper and more
focused time-frequency representation of non-stationary
signals with respect to classical techniques like Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) spectrograms and the Continuous Wave-
let Transform (CWT). The IMFogram’s better perfor-
mance is based on a ‘‘divide et impera” approach, which
is completely data driven. A given nonlinear non-
stationary signal is first decomposed into simple oscillating
functions called Intrinsic Mode Components (IMCs) by
means of the iterative application of proper filters
(Cicone and Zhou, 2021), which guarantee the preservation
of the L1 Fourier energy of the signal (Cicone et al., 2022).
Then, each IMC is analyzed from a time-frequency point of
view producing the so called IMFogram representation.

In particular, the IMFogram matrix A is computed
based on the following formula

A LF kð Þ
Ij ; j

� �
¼ eA LF kð Þ

Ij ; j
� �

þ LA kð Þ
Ij ; 8j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N

where eA is the previously computed IMFogram matrix,
which is initially set to have all zero entries, Ij is a sliding

time window, N is the number of IMCs, LA kð Þ
Ij is the local

amplitude on Ij of the k-th IMC, computed as the weighted
average of the envelope interpolating the local maxima of
jIMCkj on the time interval Ij, where, as weights, we use
the amplitudes of IMCk itself on the time interval Ij. Fur-

thermore, LF kð Þ
Ij represents the local frequency on Ij of the

k-th IMC as the weighted average on the time interval Ij
of the envelope interpolating the set of points

zx kð Þ
i ; 1

2Mzx kð Þ
i

� �� �
i

, where Mzx kð Þ represents the relative dis-

tances between subsequent zero crossings zx kð Þ
i

n o
i
in the

IMC.
Even though the frequency in the IMFogram is com-

puted as a first order approximation, since it is based on
a weighted average of the interpolated relative distances
between subsequent zero crossings, it proves to provide a
more accurate time and frequency localization than FFT
spectrogram and CWT methods. This is due to the intrinsic
linearity of these last two techniques (Cicone et al., 2022).
Furthermore, the IMFogram representation of a signal
has been recently proved convergent to the FFT spectro-
gram as the stopping criterion in the FIF decomposition
tends to zero (Cicone et al., 2022), showing that the IMFo-
gram is a special generalization of the FFT spectrogram.

We point out that the FIF method, since it is based on
FFT, assumes periodicity at the boundaries of the signal
under study. To overcome this limitation, Stallone et al.
(2020) proposed an extension approach that reduce drasti-
cally the boundary errors. Alternatively, if the data nearby
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the boundaries are not required, then data windowing can
be applied similarly as e.g. for the spectrogram.

3.2. IMFogram comparisons with CWT and FFT

spectrograms

To show the finer time-frequency (scale) representation
of the IMFogram than the traditional FFT spectrograms
and CWT, Fig. 1 provides an example of comparison
Fig. 1. Comparison of IMFogram outputs using FIF with traditional CWT an
Top panel shows satellite magnetic latitude by orange line, the 2 Hz Langmuir
the 16 Hz plasma density provided by the faceplate detector (FP). The followin
CWT and FFT, respectively, for the 16 Hz FP. The following 3 middle panels si
bottom shows the intensities of the FAC.
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between the various techniques (FIF, CWT, FFT) on a
Ne data chop covering the investigated high latitude sectors
(jMLatj > 55�). Ne data refer to 2 Hz Langmuir probe
(indicated with a LP superscript in the figure) plasma den-
sity measurements in the red curve of the top panel, while
the green line shows the 16 Hz plasma density provided by
the faceplate detector (FP superscript). The orange dashed
line indicates the MLat and illustrates how this Swarm
track (the track number in title refers to subsequent high-
d FFT spectrograms, colour bars showing the intensities of scales in A.U.
probe (LP) plasma density measurements in red, while the green line shows
g 3 middle panels demonstrate the intensities of scales constructed by FIF,
milarly demonstrate those intensities, but for the LP. The IMFogram at the
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latitude observations within interval of focus, 5–11 Septem-
ber) refers to the southern hemisphere, as crossed between
20:22 UT and 20:43 UT on 8 September 2017 during the
storm recovery phase (as bottom panels with SymH of
Figs. 3–5 show). To illustrate the relative contributions of
the polar cap and auroral sectors, in the bottom panel we
report the IMFogram of the FAC product. We converted
the frequencies to spatial scales along the Swarm A orbit
by knowing its speed of 7:5 km=s.

Fig. 1 demonstrates that FIF provides an enhanced level
of details that can be neither captured by the FFT spectro-
gram nor by the CWT. Comparing the IMFogram with the
spectrograms it is evident that the latter methods provide
the intensifications which are considerably more spread in
both scale and time. This and other limits of FFT and
CWT versus IMFogram are detailed in (Cicone et al.,
2022). Here we simply note that, in this figure, the signal
pre-extensions were not performed for the CWT (although
possible), they were applied only for the FIF. Therefore,
the signal decoherence at the CWT boundaries should be
disregarded. FFT spectrogram plots report a shorter time
interval as the technique needed the surrounding parts of
data, unavailable at the boundaries (pre-extension could
resolve the FFT issue as well).

3.3. Selection of scales and related geophysical parameters

Fig. 1 highlights a cascading process from scales
> 10 km down to smaller scales during strong events,
although FP also at times shows intensifications of the
shorter wavelengths, i.e. representing lower spatio-
temporal scales than LP can resolve (1–7 km). FFT is not
even able to depict this cascading to smaller structures
induced by the presence of the steep Ne gradients, which
FIF and CWT show well. Here we remind that, despite
the FP acts like a planar LP and can record ionospheric
irregularities of scales sizes below to 0.5 km (along the
Fig. 2. GradNe@XXkm (blue line) compared with respective IMFogram scales FI
scales at 100, 50 and 20 km in the top, middle and bottom panels, respectivel
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track), it can operate only when the TII is inactive
(Knudsen et al., 2017). This results in the fact that FP data
are available only about half of the time, that was another
reason to use the LP for providing as much complete storm
development timeline as possible. In the following figures,
we use then Ne samples measured at a 2 Hz rate by the
Swarm A satellite, only covering the sector jMLatj > 55�,
therefore including mainly auroral and polar cap iono-
spheric sectors of both hemispheres. The plots include
some data from the mid-latitude region but, as the level
of intensification in that region was relatively smaller, this
did not significantly affect the results. The intervals in polar
cap or auroral region are well separable using the FAC
characteristics, shown also by the FAC IMFogram at the
bottom of all case studies (Figs. 1,3,4,5).

The IPIR products include the Ne gradients along the
Swarm tracks evaluated to correspond with different spa-
tial intervals, namely 20 km, 50 and 100 km
(gradNe@XXkm). We also investigate the possibility to use
the information provided by the IMFogram as a proxy
to identify the behaviour of the Ne gradient at each scale
identified by FIF decomposition. To that scope, in Fig. 2
we provide an example of comparison between the absolute
value of the gradNe@20 km (bottom plot), gradNe@50 km
(middle plot) and gradNe@100 km (top plot) with a time
profile of the IMFogram information sliced at the 3 spatial

scales, i.e. FIF Ne@XXkm. The values of FIF Ne@XXkm follow the
jgradNe@XXkmj in a reasonable way, providing further
information on the potential usability of FIF-based param-
eters as proxy for each scale-wise ionospheric parameter.
4. Ionospheric scales intensification variations during

September 2017

We remind that we aim at characterizing how the spatial
scales identified through the time-scale analysis provided
F Ne@XXkm (in green using the FP and in red the LP data) representing spatial
y. Shown is the same time range as in Fig. 1.
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by FIF/IMFogram technique intensify as a response of the
geospace forcing. September 2017 was selected for this
study due to significant ionospheric effects, exceptional
compared to other events in the solar cycle 24.

First we show the single-track snapshots of ionospheric
scales intensifications at high-latitudes during the storm in
Figs. 3,4,5 and 1. Subsequently, these snapshots are track-
length normalised track-integrated per each frequency rep-
resented by spatial scale, and the resulting statistics during
the selected period shown in Fig. 6 and 7.

Fig. 3 shows single-track snapshot along with the condi-
tions before the storm onset. At the first panel is shown Ne

data chop covering the investigated high latitude sectors
(jMLatj > 55�). Ne data refer to 2 Hz Langmuir probe
(indicated with a LP superscript in the figure) plasma den-
Fig. 3. Pre-storm conditions without significant ionospheric plasma scale inten
following 3 middle panels demonstrate the intensities of scales constructed
intensities of the FAC. Last two panels show the high-latitude geomagnetic ac
blue, and red, resp.), SymH and the IMF Bz conditions, where the green lines
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sity measurements by the red curve. The orange dashed line
indicates the MLat and illustrates how this Swarm track
refers to the southern hemisphere, as crossed between
21:40 UT and 22:00 UT on 6 September 2017. The second
panel shows IMFogram where one can identify the specific
scales (e.g., at 100 km scale) including higher levels of back-
ground activity already during these quiescent conditions.
The following 2 panels provide comparison with CWT
and FFT spectrogram generally supporting the main fea-
tures provided by IMFogram at the second panel. To illus-
trate the relative contributions of the polar cap and auroral
sectors, the following panel reports the IMFogram of the
FAC product where the main FAC activity is related to
the intensifications in the Ne scales shown above it. Last
two bottom panels (same for Figs. 3–5) report the condi-
sifications: Top panel shows the 2 Hz LP electron density measurements,
by FIF, CWT and FFT, respectively. Following IMFogram shows the
tivity (The AE, the PC North and PC South indices are printed in black,
indicate the time of the Swarm track.



Fig. 4. Storm main phase and ionospheric plasma scale intensifications: Top panel shows the 2 Hz LP electron density measurements, following 3 middle
panels demonstrate the intensities of scales constructed by FIF, CWT and FFT, respectively. Following IMFogram shows the intensities of the FAC. Last
two panels show the high-latitude geomagnetic activity (The AE, the PC North and PC South indices are printed in black, blue, and red, resp.), SymH and
the IMF Bz conditions, where the green lines indicate the time of the Swarm track.
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tions of IMF and geomagnetic activity from September 6
to 10, where the green lines indicate the time of the Swarm
track shown in panels above. The bottom panel provides
the general storm conditions showing IMF Bz and SymH
index, the panel above it shows specifically the high-
latitude magnetic activity indices (providing the north-
hemisphere related AE, the PC North and PC South in
black, blue, and red, respectively).

The arrival of ICME shock produced a Sudden Storm
Commencement (SSC) (Mosna et al., 2020) on the geomag-
netic field on 6 September around 23:50 UT As shown in
Fig. 3 bottom panel, the IMF Bz was positive not allowing
significant dayside SW-magnetosphere reconnection, so
initially only low geomagnetic activity was observed as seen
on the SymH index. Later the storm triggered intensifica-
tion of ionospheric currents and polar cap activity, as nota-
5496
ble from the behaviour of AE and PC e.g. in Fig. 3 panel
above the bottom one. The geomagnetic storm was ongo-
ing during the 7 September, but its main phase occurred
only early on the 8 September. Despite such strong impulse
preceded by the full active day, the ionospheric response in
the topside sector at polar and auroral latitudes was not
immediate as intensifications in Fig. 4 demonstrate. This
Fig. 4 reports the same quantities of Fig. 3, but for the con-
ditions already after the storm onset. First panel shows Ne

data chop covering the investigated high latitude sectors.
This Swarm track refers to the southern hemisphere, as
crossed between 00:10 UT and 00:30 UT on 8 September
2017. The second panel shows IMFogram where one can
identify the specific scales (e.g., at 100 km scale) including
slightly increased levels of background activity compared



Fig. 5. Storm main phase and ionospheric plasma scale intensifications: Top panel shows the 2 Hz LP electron density measurements, following 3 middle
panels demonstrate the intensities of scales constructed by FIF, CWT and FFT, respectively. Following IMFogram shows the intensities of the FAC. Last
two panels show the high-latitude geomagnetic activity (The AE, the PC North and PC South indices are printed in black, blue, and red, resp.), SymH and
the IMF Bz conditions, where the green lines indicate the time of the Swarm track.
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to the quiescent conditions shown in respective panel of
Fig. 3.

The following geomagnetic storm reached its maximum
phase at around 14 UT on 8 September, which finally
resulted in significantly stronger ionospheric effects as sum-
marized by Figs. 5, 1, associated with slightly stronger AE
activity, but possibly also the negative ionospheric storm
compared to previous positive storm development.

The Fig. 5 reports the same quantities of Figs. 3,4, but
for the conditions during the ongoing second storm. This
Swarm track again refers to the southern hemisphere, as
crossed between 15:39 UT and 15:58 UT on 8 September
2017. Its second panel shows IMFogram with many signif-
icantly increased levels of Ne scales activity compared to
the first part of the storm shown in respective panel of
Fig. 4. S4 enhancements visible at ground from SANAE
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and DMC (Concordia) station support the presence of
small-scale irregularities (D’Angelo et al., 2021). In the
paper they report about Swarm tracks in the field of view
of Concordia.

The second storm recovery snapshot was provided in
Fig. 1 with interval of 20:22 UT and 20:42 UT on 8
September 2017.

In the following, we use track-length normalised track-
integrated IMFograms, allowing us to provide quasi-
continuous analysis of the ionospheric Ne scales intensifica-
tions at the high latitudes during the whole month of
September 2017 and focus on its most intense part of 5–
11 September in Figs. 6, 7, respectively. From those we
infer that intensifications of 8 September showed signifi-
cantly different effects at high-latitudes of the both hemi-
spheres which is best comparable looking at those track-



Fig. 6. Track-length normalised integrated Swarm A plasma density fluctuation intensifications (two upper panels) during September 2017. Middle panel
with SymH index showing the storm conditions initiated by the interplanetary magnetic field North-South component (Bz, in blue), in following panel are
overploted by the AE index the standard deviations of FAC over the selected tracks (in Northern and Southern high latitude, as blue and red circles,
respectively). The bottom panel shows the polar cap activity indices (PC North and South in blue and red, respectively).
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integrated representations of original IMFograms at two
upper panels (each for respective hemisphere) in Figs. 6,
7. This hemispheric asymmetry might be related to strong
density fluctuations observed above the Antarctic mainly
around December solstice (Jin et al., 2020) associated with
high levels of ionization and a strong variability of plasma
dynamics (D’Angelo et al., 2021), with the other sources of
hemispherical asymmetries reviewed in (Hatch et al., 2020).
The recovery phase of the storm from 9 September did not
render any significant intensifications. In the case studies
shown (see Figs. 1–5) representing the storm development,
we have focused on the Southern hemisphere, where the
intensifications were more pronounced due to hemispheri-
cal asymmetries noted above along with the stronger south-
ern polar magnetic activity, demonstrated by PCS
compared to smaller PCN variation. That was valid during
most of the September 2017 as bottom panel of Fig. 7
demonstrates, but most importantly, that is not supported
by the rFAC also per respective track (see panel overplot-
ting it with AE at Figs. 6, 7) not showing higher
track-rFAC (in red) at period of most significant intensifi-
cations at Southern hemisphere of late September 8. The
rFAC were plotted only when at least 50% of FAC data
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points from respective track were available to properly
benchmark the intensity of those currents.

Mean values of the Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) calculated
from these Swarm A selected measurements over Northern
and Southern high latitudes (jMLAT j > 55�) were harmon-
ically varying close to 82� but more fluctuating around
100�, respectively during early September 2017, but close
to SZA 90� similarly at both hemispheres during equinoc-
tial late September 2017. SZA daily variation was more
pronounced in the Southern hemisphere mainly from the
start of the month (due to reasons given above established
in (Jin et al., 2020)) which may explain in part the higher
level of Southern hemisphere intensifications, also relating
them to the ratio of mid-latitude ionospheric measurements
actually included into the auroral and polar cap (PC) data.
The non-intensified tracks in Fig. 7 panel 2 representing
Southern high-latitudes refer to the (artificially) shorter
track representing lower SZA, e.g. on September 9 after
13 UT and on September 7 after 19 UT (SZA 80�). Analy-
sis of this period with the knowledge of the GOES fluxes
(shown for this period, e.g., in (Mosna et al., 2020)) also
confirms that the occurrence of such exceptional solar flare
forcing X-ray (EUV fluxes) does not have instantaneous



Fig. 7. Track-length normalised integrated Swarm A plasma density fluctuation intensification (two upper panels) focused on the September 2017 storm
period. Middle panel with SymH index showing the storm conditions initiated by the interplanetary magnetic field North-South component (Bz, in blue),
in following panel are overploted by the AE index the standard deviations of FAC over the selected tracks (in Northern and Southern high latitude, as blue
and red circles, respectively). In the bottom panel are the polar cap activity indices (PC North and South in blue and red, respectively).
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notable effect on the level of intensifications in the high-
latitude ionosphere.

5. Conclusions

The intensifications of ionospheric plasma density fluc-
tuation scales at topside high-latitude ionosphere are well
highlighted by the novel concept, also showing significant
delay in response to geomagnetic storm development.

The analysis of Swarm Ne suggested there is no
(narrow-band) peculiar mode turning on, unlike it was pos-
sible to obtain in (Piersanti et al., 2017) or (Spogli et al.,
2019) using other ionospheric parameters. That is associ-
ated with the complex coupling and resulting cascading
processes involved in high-latitude ionospheric physics,
not preferring specific resonance modes.

We evaluated the range of geophysical factors poten-
tially influencing the intensifications. As the FAC connects
the magnetosphere and ionosphere at high latitudes, it con-
straints various related physical parameters, e.g., iono-
spheric conductivity.
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Except the stated delay, the AE and PC were found as a
best proxy of the ionospheric activity of the investigated
kind. The Swarm IPIR products grad Ne@100 km, grad
Ne@50 km and grad Ne@20 km represent the trend of
changes reasonably similarly as the FIF scales intensifica-
tion at those selected scales (see Fig. 2), but the FIF pro-
vides the information about whole range of scales with
significantly higher spatio-temporal resolution. The time-
line of intensification in the Southern hemisphere (Figs. 6,
7) is more influenced by greater range of MLT and SZA
during the Swarm passes comparing to the Northern hemi-
sphere, but the main difference is still due to interhemi-
spheric asymmetry, not only during storm conditions, but
especially during low solar activity (Kotova et al., 2022).

The analysis uncovered the range of frequencies embed-
ded in Swarm plasma density data being primarily
enhanced under increased geospace forcing, specifically
around 200, 100 and 30–50 km in spatial (North-South)
scales (due to Swarm polar orbit). The cascading process
of the ionospheric plasma then spread to smaller scale
lengths, possibly through large scale changes in the iono-
sphere or local plasma processes of, e.g., kinetic nature,
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deviating from Kolmogorov’s 5=3 turbulence slope. There
are range of cascading processes that can be involved
(Guio and Pécseli, 2021; De Michelis et al., 2021), but at
the current stage of the development of our technique, we
are not able to identify the kind of cascading process.

The use of FIF is limiting the diffusion initiated by the
jumps in the data, which is best shown comparing the
IMFogram with classical spectrograms (which tries to
compensate and smear the effect). As we have identified
intensifications at specific scales amid the cascading, those
can relate with the proxies which could act scale-wise due
to physical processes.

The activity shown by Ne IMFograms relate to the wave
processes seen in FAC with a delay which will be subject of
the further research aiming to compare the lags of the
intensification in the common scales between the plasma
density measurements and the field-aligned current mea-
surements between the leading and trailing satellite (Swarm
A-C pair) in the high-latitude regions. The concept of eval-
uation of scale-wise lags from the data of Swarm A-C pair
was already addressed in (Urbar et al., 2021). Having the
information about lags between Swarm plasma density
and FAC intensifications, their (scale-dependent) drivers
can be more reliably identified.

This overall concept allows statistical characterization
of different ionospheric storms and provision of climatol-
ogy of scales by including longer datasets.
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Appendix A. Swarm plasma density data products

We state here reasons for the selection of the specific LP
plasma density data products as there are some differences
between them. We selected the LP OPER, which is adopted
throughout the paper due to various reasons, mainly noise
filtering (see Fig. 8). Nevertheless, we have not checked
whether there were any swaps between the specific low-/
high-gain probes being used for the specific interval of
September 2017 used for our analysis as The Extended
LP dataset (v0101) and OPER (v0501) seems to be identical
till 28th Feb 2017, after then it differ significantly. The flag
indicators were tested for removing measurements during
unreliable conditions, nevertheless also for this event they
did not removed the spiky noise-like signal.

LP shows a good agreement with the FP, except having
an offset during the measurements on the night-side (see
Fig.8 in (Catapano et al., 2022)). That seems to be mainly
related to the fact that the LP processing currently assumes
density as provided by 2 Hz OPER (being used as LP data throughout the
ely. The following panels demonstrate their respective scale intensities by
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plasma being composed of singly ionised oxygen
(Catapano et al., 2022). Additionally, as FP acts as planar
LP detector, there is higher possibility of the sunlight con-
tamination. These reasons were instrumental for use of LP
measurements for statistical purposes, together with the
significantly lower data availability and not intensified
scales in the lowest spatial range observable only by FP.
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